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Abstract—This paper presents methods of modeling and predicting face

recognition (FR) system performance based on analysis of similarity scores. We

define the performance of an FR system as its recognition accuracy, and consider

the intrinsic and extrinsic factors affecting its performance. The intrinsic factors of

an FR system include the gallery images, the FR algorithm, and the tuning

parameters. The extrinsic factors include mainly query image conditions. For

performance modeling, we propose the concept of “perfect recognition,” based on

which a performance metric is extracted from perfect recognition similarity scores

(PRSS) to relate the performance of an FR system to its intrinsic factors. The PRSS

performance metric allows tuning FR algorithm parameters offline for near optimal

performance. In addition, the performance metric extracted from query images is

used to adjust face alignment parameters online for improved performance. For

online prediction of the performance of an FR system on query images, features are

extracted from the actual recognition similarity scores and their corresponding

PRSS. Using such features, we can predict online if an individual query image can

be correctly matched by the FR system, based on which we can reduce the

incorrect match rates. Experimental results demonstrate that the performance of an

FR system can be significantly improved using the presented methods.

Index Terms—Face recognition, similarity scores, performance modeling,

performance prediction, image quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH current applications of computer vision systems to the
automatic recognition of humans from various forms of imagery,
algorithmic and system performance modeling and prediction is
receiving increasing attention because of the impact such systems
have on both collective security and personal privacy [14]. One
form of automated human recognition currently receiving great
research interest is face recognition (FR), which is the subject of
ongoing US government evaluation campaigns [1]. This paper
presents generic methods to model and predict the face recognition
system performance based on an analysis of similarity scores.
Here, the “performance” of a face recognition system is defined
only as its accuracy in correctly matching face images. Other
aspects of performance, such as speed, cost, availability, and
maintainability, are not considered in this paper.

Many methods have been developed to improve a single
recognition algorithm and to make the most use of each image
[15]. However, all of the current methods have their own limitations
in that they may show good accuracy under some environments, but
may also show deteriorated performance under other environments
due to many affecting factors. Some testing has shown that failures in

recognizing persons are strongly associated with both the conditions
of the collection environment and the properties of the subjects being
recognized [7]. All the factors affecting the face recognition system
performance can be categorized into two kinds: intrinsic and
extrinsic factors. The intrinsic factors of an FR system include its
gallery set, the algorithm, and its parameters.1 The extrinsic factors
are primarily image conditions of queries, including face rotation
angles, expressions, and illumination.

In this paper, instead of trying to improve a specific algorithm,

we present generic methods to model face recognition performance

and to predict if query images can be correctly recognized by an FR

system. By doing that, the performance of an FR system can be

improved in the following aspects: 1) the FR system parameters can

be automatically tuned only using gallery images for improved

performance based on performance modeling, 2) given query

images, their recognition results can be predicted to identify images

that may be mismatched, so that further actions, such as human

intervention, can be taken to improve recognition accuracy, and

3) the query image parameters (i.e., face alignment in this paper),

can be optimized to achieve better recognition accuracy.

Specifically, our methods are based on an analysis of similarity

scores output from face recognition systems. First, we present a

performance metric by analyzing similarity scores calculated from

intrinsic factors of an FR system. We show that the obtained

performance metric can guide offline system parameter tuning

without acquiring additional data. Second, we present a similarity

score-based method to predict online the recognition results of

query images into two cases: correct match and incorrect match. A

recognition result of a query image is a correct match if the top match

of the query image corresponds to a gallery image of the correct face.

Usually, the recognition failure caused by an incorrect match has

high cost in biometric systems, and our method, through perfor-

mance prediction, intends to identify the query images whose

recognitions are most likely failed. Humans can be alerted about

these images for further actions, therefore improving the system

performance. Third, we present a method, which is also based on

analysis of similarity scores, to adjust alignment of query images

(i.e., eye positions) online to achieve better recognition accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work is

reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, performance modeling for face

recognition is introduced. The method of predicting face recogni-

tion results is presented in Section 4. Experimental results are

discussed in Section 5. The paper concludes in Section 6 with a

summary and discussion of future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Much work has been done already on performance modeling and

prediction of biometric systems such as fingerprint recognition

[11], iris recognition [10], [9], and face recognition [8], [7], [3].

Specifically, in the work by Tabassi et al. [11], the quality of a

fingerprint image is defined as the normalized distance between

matching and nonmatching similarity scores. An 11-dimensional

feature vector is extracted to identify the presence of feature points,

e.g., minutia, and outliers. Then, a Neural Network classifier is

trained using the extracted feature vector to predict query images

into five levels of quality. Their method shows that images of

higher quality usually have better accuracy in recognition, but

their method cannot predict individual recognition results. Schmid

et al. provide a probabilistic estimation of the lower performance

bound of iris recognition algorithms based on an analysis of the

Hamming distance between query and gallery iris images [9].

However, the lower bounds obtained from both the Chernoff
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bound theory and the Large Deviation theory only provide

approximate error estimates. They cannot be used to predict either

the individual recognition results or the performance of systems

that do not use likelihood ratio methods for recognition.

In face recognition, some empirical evaluation methods design

specific training and testing sets, such as experimental settings in

FERET and FRGC [8], [7], to study the system performance.

Although such methods can directly assess the performance of an

FR system under general circumstances, they cannot perform online

performance prediction. To understand the factors affecting the FR

algorithms, Givens et al. use a generalized linear model to analyze

how some human characteristics, including age, race, gender, skin,

glasses, and expression, affect the face recognition accuracy [3].

Their model needs to explicitly identify each affecting factor, which

is an extremely difficult task in practical implementation. In

addition, the identified factors can never be exhaustive.

Some other work predicts system performance using similarity

scores. Li et al. propose to cluster the similarity scores into different

sets, and then use the distance among the sets as features. AdaBoost

is then used to select and combine these features to detect

misclassification of a face recognition system [5]. AdaBoost usually

needs a large number of features and many training samples. For

example, more than 10,000 samples are used in [5]. However, such a

large number of training samples are difficult to collect for practical

systems. The similarity scores are also used to predict closed-set

Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves with a small set of

gallery data [4], [13]. In these methods, the rank k recognition results

are modeled using parametric models whose parameters are

estimated from a small gallery set. These methods work well only

when gallery and query images are obtained under the same

conditions, and they cannot predict individual recognition results.

3 PERFORMANCE MODELING

3.1 Model of Face Recognition Systems

There is no shortage of algorithmic approaches to face recognition

[15]. Typically, the function of an FR system is to map a query image

to a label that represents its identity. In an FR system, the gallery set

is denoted as G ¼ fg1; g2; . . . ; gng, consisting of n gallery images

whose identity is known to the algorithm. The query set is denoted

as Q ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xmg, consisting of m query images whose

identity is unknown to the algorithm. A face recognition algorithm

measures the similarity between query images and each gallery

image. For rank k recognition, which is generally used in closed-set

searches, the system outputs labels of the gallery images corre-

sponding to the k top matches [8]. In this paper, unless otherwise

specified, we define recognition rate as the rate of correct matches at

rank 1. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of a closed-set FR

system, the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve is

used [8].

For most FR systems, the similarity score plays an important role

since it connects both intrinsic and extrinsic factors of an FR system.

The similarity score is denoted as Sðxi; gjÞ or Sði; jÞ, for the

comparison between the query xi and the gallery gj, and a larger

similarity score means a potentially closer match. In our method of

closed-set analysis, all the similarity scores of a query image xi are

sorted in a descending order, and are further normalized to the

range [0, 1], thus the similarity scores of using different gallery

images and different measurement methods can be compared. After

sorting and normalization, the set of similarity scores for data xi are

represented as Si ¼ fSði; j1Þ ¼ 1; Sði; j2Þ; . . . ; Sði; jnÞ ¼ 0g, where jk
is the index of the gallery image corresponding to the kth sorted

similarity score. Under the assumption that, for each query image,

there is one and only one gallery image from the same person, we

call the largest similarity score the “matching” score and the

remaining similarity scores “nonmatching” scores.

3.2 Perfect Recognition

Given all the intrinsic factors of an FR system, including gallery

images and algorithm parameters, its performance depends only

upon the extrinsic factors, i.e., characteristics of query images.

Empirical evaluation methods require a large set of query images

with ground truth to evaluate the performance, and the resulting

analysis cannot generalize to images taken under different

environments. In this work, we utilize statistical analysis of

similarity scores to characterize the relationship between the

intrinsic factors of an FR system and its performance under different

environments. To this end, the concept of “perfect recognition” is

introduced.

In “perfect recognition,” the gallery setG is duplicated to produce

the query setQ, i.e.,Q ¼ G ¼ fg1; . . . ; gng. The “perfect recognition”

uses the duplicated set for recognition, and obtains similarity scores

of the each query image xi: Si ¼ fSðgi; g1Þ; Sðgi; g2Þ; . . . ; Sðgi; gnÞg,
i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. Such similarity scores are called “Perfect Recognition

Similarity Scores” (PRSS). For simplicity, the normalized and sorted

PRSS are also denoted as fSði; j1Þ; . . . ; Sði; jnÞg, i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, where

Sði; jkÞ corresponds to the kth largest perfect recognition similarity

score in Si. Since PRSS encode information of all the intrinsic factors

affecting the FR system performance, including gallery images and

FR algorithms, they can be used to model the part of the FR’s

performance due to intrinsic factors.

3.3 Performance Metric from Similarity Scores

An example of PRSS is shown in Fig. 1, where the FR system uses

FERET gallery data and a PCA-based recognition algorithm. It

shows that the nonmatching scores (less than 1) are distinctively

separated from the matching score (equal to 1). To quantitatively

characterize the difference between matching and nonmatching

scores for data xi, a performance metric fi is defined as

fi ¼ exp
Sði; j1Þ � �nmi

�nmi

� �
; ð1Þ

where Sði; j1Þ is the matching score, and �nmi and �nmi are the mean

and standard deviation of nonmatching scores Sði; jkÞ, k ¼ 2; . . . ; n.

The mean of all fis,

f ¼
P

i fi
n

;

is used to summarize the entire set of PRSS. f can be used to model

the relationships between the performance of an FR system and its

intrinsic factors. To quantitatively demonstrate this, we design the

following experiments using PCA-based recognition systems. In a

PCA-based FR system, commonly used similarity measurement

methods include L1, L2, and Cosine. Also, each element of the
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Fig. 1. Normalized similarity scores of a single image: (a) The normalized similarity
scores sorted in a descending order. (b) Histogram of the normalized similarity
scores.



subspace feature vector can be normalized by its corresponding

standard deviation in the PCA subspace such that the similarity is

measured in the Mahalanobis space [2]. Therefore, the parameters

can be the dimension of subspace (dim), the measurement methods

(L1, L2, or Cosine measurements), and the measurement space

(“Euclidean” or “Mahalanobis”). In the following experiments,

parameters of the recognition algorithm are varied and f is

calculated for each set of parameters using only gallery data. The

actual recognition rates ð�Þ using each set of parameters are

computed using different query sets in FERET and FRGC, as shown

in Fig. 2.

Figs. 2a and 2b show the PRSS curves of all the gallery images

using two different parameter sets. Each curve represents PRSS of a

gallery image. It shows that the system with better recognition

accuracy has a larger difference between matching and non-

matching similarity scores; therefore, the corresponding f and �

are larger. More examples of the relationship between f and actual

recognition rates are shown in Figs. 2c and 2d, where each point at

the curves represents a recognition rate obtained from a specific

parameter set. It is observed that the recognition rate almost

monotonically increases with f . Such a relationship can be fitted

with a generalized linear model (GLM) [6]. We call the generalized

linear model characterizing the relationship between f and

� “performance characteristic curve.”
The monotonic relationship between the actual recognition rate �

and f can be used to tune system parameters offline by selecting the

parameter corresponding to the largest f , thus achieving improved

system performance. However, it is also observed that the slopes of

performance characteristic curves may vary, depending on the

measurement methods used. For example, the performance char-

acteristic curve obtained using the Cosine measurement method is

different from that obtained using L1 or L2 measurement methods

because the Cosine measurement method scales the similarity

scores in a different manner. To effectively compare performance

metrics of different measurement methods, we need to unify all the

performance characteristic curves into one unified performance

characteristic curve. To achieve this, an assumption is made that all

the performance characteristic curves achieve similar mean and

lower performance bound although their upper performance bound

could be different. Our empirical observations indicate that this

assumption is basically true for different measurement methods.

Given this assumption, we can then perform the unification. Let the

mean and the lowest recognition rates of ith performance

characteristic curve be denoted as �mðiÞ and �lðiÞ. Since all of the

curves are near-linear, the average slope of ith curve is approxi-

mated as

�mðiÞ � �lðiÞ
fmðiÞ � flðiÞ ;

where fmðiÞ and flðiÞ are the performance metrics corresponding

to �mðiÞ and �lðiÞ, respectively. Based on the assumption that

�mðiÞ � �mðjÞ and �lðiÞ � �lðjÞ for the ith and jth curves, we have:

fðjÞ � fmðiÞ � flðiÞ
fmðjÞ � flðjÞ ðfðiÞ � f

lðiÞÞ þ flðjÞ: ð2Þ

Equation (2) unifies a metric fðiÞ on the ith curve to its

corresponding metric fðjÞ on the jth curve. Fig. 3 shows unified

performance characteristic curves from different measurement

methods. Please note that (2) does not involve �mðiÞ and �lðiÞ since

they have been canceled out. Since only PRSS performance metrics

computed from intrinsic factors are needed in (2), it is possible to

compute the unified characteristic curve without additional data.

In Section 5, we demonstrate how f can be used to improve

recognition performance.

4 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

As discussed, the closed-set recognition results can be simply

categorized into two cases: correct match (CM) and incorrect match

(IM). Given an individual query image, performance prediction

involves predicting whether the recognition result of the query

image is a correct match or an incorrect match. To perform such

prediction, training data in addition to gallery images is needed.

Given a query image xi, we define the Actual Recognition

Similarity Scores (ARSS) as the similarity scores Sði; jÞ between

the xi and the gallery gj. The performance metric of ARSS,

calculated in the same way as PRSS, is also denoted as fi for xi. In
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Fig. 2. Relationship between f and recognition performance. (a) and (b) Plots of PRSS using different parameter sets. The horizontal axis is the rank of PRSS, and the

vertical axis is the corresponding PRSS value: (a) dim ¼ 40, space ¼ Euclidean, method ¼ Cosine, � ¼ 0:372, and f ¼ 1:1417. (b) dim ¼ 100, space ¼ Euclidean,

method ¼ L2, � ¼ 0:732, and f ¼ 1:6785. (c) and (d) Plots of f versus �. Each point at curves represents a result obtained under a measurement parameter set. Curves

are fitting results using GLM models. (c) Results using FRGC V1.0 Experiment 1 data. (d) Results using FERET FC set.

Fig. 3. Relationship between unified f and actual recognition rates of different

systems: (a) Systems using FRGC V1.0 Experiment 1 data set. (b) Systems using

FERET FC data set.



fact, PRSS can be seen as a special case of ARSS since the query set

in perfect recognition is the duplication of the gallery set.

In our method, the differences between the ARSS and its

corresponding PRSS are used as features for individual recognition

result prediction. Mathematically, the similarity score difference

vector D1
xi

of the rank 1 recognition is defined as:

d1
kðxiÞ ¼ Sði; jkÞ � S0ðj1; jkÞ
D1
xi
¼ d1

1ðxiÞw1; . . . ; d1
nðxiÞwn

� �
;

ð3Þ

where Sði; jkÞ is the kth score of ARSS. To prevent confusion

between PRSS and ARSS, we use S0ðj1; jkÞ to denote the kth score

of PRSS corresponding to a rank 1 recognition result, where jk is

the index of the gallery image corresponding to the kth sorted

similarity score and n is the total number of gallery images. The

difference of kth similarity score d1
kðxiÞ is smoothed by a weight wk

to emphasize the scores of the first several ranks since they are

more important for recognition. In our work, wk is defined as

wk ¼ exp
�ðk� 1Þ2

2�2
r

( )
;

where �r is set as 20.
Besides D1

xi
, we also include the differences at more recognition

ranks to expand a feature vector for performance prediction. At the

rank m, the difference vector is Dm
xi
¼ fdm1 ðxiÞw1; . . . ; dmn ðxiÞwng,

where dmk ðxiÞ ¼ Sði; jkÞ � S0ðjm; jkÞ. S0ðjm; jkÞ is the corresponding

perfect recognition similarity score at the rank m. The extracted

feature vector V is then defined as in (4):

V ¼ ðd1
1ðxiÞw1; . . . ; d1

KðxiÞwK; d2
1ðxiÞw1; . . . ;

d2
KðxiÞwK; . . . ; dm1 ðxiÞw1; . . . ; dmKðxiÞwKÞ:

ð4Þ

In the feature vector V, the differences between ARSS and PRSS at

the firstM ranks are used, and within each rank, only the difference

of the firstK scores are used. So, totally, there areM �K elements in

the feature vector. Given such defined features, a Support Vector

Machine (SVM) is trained using collected training data to predict the

face recognition result of the individual query image as either a

correct match or an incorrect match.
The algorithm of performance prediction is summarized in

Table 1. It needs to be noted that when predicting incorrectly, the

performance predictor could commit two kinds of mistakes: false

positive and false negative. False positive is defined as an incorrect

prediction that classifies an incorrect match as a correct match. The

false negative, on the other hand, is defined as an incorrect

prediction that classifies a correct match as an incorrect match.

5 EXPERIMENTS

Two face databases, FERET [8] and FRGC V1.0 [7], are used in our

experiments. FERET uses a fixed gallery image set and different

query image sets to study recognition performance under changes

of facial expressions (FB), illumination (FC), and age (Dup1). In

FRGC Experiment 1, both gallery and query images are taken under

controlled environments while query images in Experiment 4 are

taken under much less controlled conditions of lighting, pose angle,

and facial expression. We apply a PCA-based recognition method,

in which each face is normalized to the size of 45� 30 pixels. The

pixel intensity is further normalized by histogram equalization. In

the following experiments, we show, respectively, the results of

offline parameter tuning using performance modeling, recognition

result prediction, and online face alignment refinement.

5.1 Offline Parameter Selection

For the first experiment, the performance characteristic curves for

different measurement methods are first unified into one curve by

the linear correction describ ed in Section 3.3, and the parameter set

corresponding to the largest unified f is selected as the optimal

parameter set. As a result, the selected parameter set for FERET is

[200, Cosine, Mahalanobis], which means that the system uses

200 PCA coefficients, the Cosine measurement method, and the

Mahalanobis space. The parameter set selected for FRGC V1.0

Experiments 1 and 4 is [120, Cosine, Mahalanobis]. To verify the

optimality of the selected parameters, we exhaustively test the

recognition rates of all possible parameters, and compare them with

the recognition rates of selected parameter sets, as summarized in

Table 2, which also shows the parameters corresponding to maximal

actual recognition rate. From the table, we can observe that different

query sets need different parameters to achieve the best recognition

rate. However, the offline selected parameters can achieve near-

optimal accuracy for different query sets acquired under different

environments. This is even true for the data sets with large accuracy

ranges, such as FERET FC. This experiment demonstrates the

optimality of the selected parameter set only using gallery images,

as well as its capability of generalization to different query sets.
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TABLE 1
Performance Prediction Algorithm

TABLE 2
Summary of Offline Parameter Selection



5.2 Recognition Result Prediction

The following experiments demonstrate how our method predicts

individual recognition results, and improves recognition perfor-

mance. The difference values between ARSS and PRSS are extracted

to train a performance predictor (e.g., SVM) to classify individual

recognition results as either a correct match or an incorrect match.

We validate the performance predictor through a cross-validation,

in which 50 percent data is used for training, and the remaining

50 percent is used for validation. To assess the generalization

capability of the performance predictor, two types of cross-

validation methods, i.e., intraset and interset validation methods,

are applied. In the intraset validation method, all the query sets are

merged into one query set. The training data is uniformly sampled

from the merged set, and then the predictor is validated on the

remaining data of the merged set. In the interset validation method,

the predictor is trained using data selected from only some of the

sets, and is validated on the other sets. For example, when using

FERET data sets, the predictor is trained with data from the FB (or

FC and Dup1) set, and validated on the FC and Dup1 (or FB) sets.

When using FRGC V1.0 data sets, the predictor is trained on the

Experiment 1 (or the Experiment 4 ) set, and validated on the

Experiment 4 (or the Experiment 1) set. The intraset validation

method assumes that the testing data is obtained from the same

environment as the training data while the interset validation

method simulates the situation where the training and testing data

are acquired from different environments.

The false positive rates and false negative rates of the

performance predictor are summarized in Table 3 for both intraset

and interset validation. The overall error rate of the performance

predictor is between 15 percent and 25 percent for FERET sets and

FRGC Experiment 1 while FRGC Experiment 4 shows worse

accuracy. Table 3 shows that the accuracy of the interset validation

is only slightly worse than the accuracy of the intraset validation,

which demonstrates that this prediction method is not constrained

in a specific environment, but can be applied in various environ-

ments after the predictor has been trained.
Since the performance predictor can identify the query images

that are most likely mismatched by an FR system, such actions can

be taken with respect to these images as reacquiring them or fusing

multiple recognition modalities. For this study, only the images

predicted to result in correct matches will be preserved for

recognition; therefore, improving the overall system performance.

Experimental recognition results with and without applying

performance prediction are compared in Fig. 4, where P is the

percentage of preserved “good” query images, i.e., the images that

are predicted to be correctly matched by the FR system. The

threshold corresponding to each P is obtained from training sets.

Fig. 4 shows the recognition results when preserving all images (i.e.,

the curves corresponding to “All”), and the results when only

preserving a certain percentage of “good” query images (i.e., the

curves corresponding to different P values in Fig. 4). It is shown that

the recognition accuracy is largely improved with the use of

performance prediction.

The experimental results are further summarized in Table 4. In

the table, �0 denotes the original recognition rate at rank 1 using all

the available data without performance prediction. �0 is the

recognition rate when using only the data predicted to result in

correct matches. The percentage of total data used for recognition,

P 0, can thus be calculated as P 0 ¼ �0�P
�0 . It shows that performance is

greatly improved by applying performance prediction. For example,

the recognition rate of FERET FB set is increased to 96.2 percent from

80 percent when about 90 percent of query images that can be

correctly matched are preserved (which also means that 74.8 percent

of total query images are used for recognition). For the query sets

that usually have low recognition rates, such as FERET FC, FERET

Dup1, and FRGC Experiment 4, the performance improvement is

also obvious. The error rate goes down to near zero when preserving

fewer query images. But, the price paid is that much query data that

can be correctly recognized is also discarded. However, the P value

can be adjusted to achieve the desired trade-off between the

recognition rate and the amount of data loss. Another strategy for

performance improvement is to fuse multiple FR systems based on

performance prediction. The images predicted to be incorrect

matches for one system can be picked up by another system that

might be able to recognize them correctly. The performance

prediction based on multiple system fusion represents a natural

extension of this work.

5.3 Online Adjusting Face Alignment

All of the above experiments use manually marked eyes for face

alignment. However, most real-world applications require auto-

matic eye localization. Although some accurate eye localization

methods have been developed, there still exist localization errors (or

at least inconsistencies), such that results using automatic eye

localizations are consistently lower than those using manually

marked eyes [8], [12]. Since the performance metric has a monotonic

relationship with the actual recognition rate, it can be used to guide
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TABLE 3
Performance Prediction Accuracy with Intraset and Interset

Cross-Validation on FERET and FRGC

Fig. 4. CMC curves of face recognition with and without performance prediction:

(a) FERET FB set. (b) FRGC V1.0 Experiment 4 set.

TABLE 4
Summary of Rank 1 Recognition Rates with and

without Performance Prediction



the adjustment of the initial eye positions, whether automatically or

manually marked, for better recognition. Assuming that there are

k-pairs of eye position candidates, the performance metric fi is

calculated for the query face image which is aligned using the

ith eye-pair candidate. The eye-pair candidate producing the

highest fi is selected for face alignment prior to providing

recognition results.

In the following experiments, for each eye, nine candidate eye

positions (the initial eye position plus its eight neighbors) are

searched. Table 5 compares the recognition rates of using the

original eye and adjusted eye positions, where the automatic eye
detection method described in [12] is used. It is observed that the

face recognitions of using adjusted eyes outperform those of using

initial eye position estimates. Also, the eye locations adjusted from

automatic eye locations provide better recognition rates than those

of manually marked eyes. These experiments demonstrate that the

manually marked eyes do not always provide the best face

alignment for recognition, and that face recognition performance

can be improved with the use of our presented face alignment

adjustment method.

6 SUMMARY

In this paper, we present our work on performance modeling and

prediction of face recognition systems based on the analysis of

similarity scores. We introduce the concept of “perfect recognition”

and derive a performance metric based on the perfect recognition

similarly scores to model the relationships between the intrinsic

factors of an FR system and its performance. The performance

metric is subsequently used to tune the FR system parameters
offline. The performance metric calculated from query images can

be used to adjust face alignment online for improved recognition

accuracy. By comparing the perfect recognition similarity scores

with the actual recognition similarity scores, we present a method to

predict the recognition results of individual query data. Experi-

mental results demonstrate that the methods provide various ways

to improve the performance of face recognition systems. While our

method is not specifically designed for the PCA method, its

applicability to other FR methods need be studied. One future

work will be further validation of our method with additional data

sets and with different recognition methodologies. Another future

work is to extend the proposed methods to databases that contain
multiple gallery and query images for each face. We also plan to

apply the methods to other biometric systems, such as fingerprint

and iris recognition.
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